
tstststsssssssss! YUhuuuuuuuuuu! 

a new non-human-zone in Langenlois/lower austria, comes flying 

along! 3.2 hectares of playground and forest for the BUGS to 

sniff, suck, buzz around freely - no agriculture, no pesticides, but 

with a clear brook to drink from. Pines, ash trees, deciduous trees 

grow wild and free.  

how did this bird fly into our nest? 

the austrian federal real estate company is donating a work of art 

to the University of Natural Resources and Life Sciences in Vienna 

for its 150th anniversary. edgar Honetschläger, among other 

artists, was invited to participate in a competition, which he won. at 

the suggestion of and in collaboration with dominique zimmermann, 

entomologist at museum of natural history vienna and a member of 

the gobugsgo board, we developed an insect manifesto consisting of 

13 demands for iMPROVing the conditions OF our bugs - who are 

essential for our survival. under the title "WALK OF INSECTS” the 

POSTULATES will be carved into granite blocks and embedded on the 

sealed square in front of the main building of the university. 

thousands of students and lecturers will walk over them to their 

lecture halls every day. the 14th 'demand, however, is the land in 

langenlois that we purchased at an auction. the area will be at the 

disposal of the university as a research site, i.e. the long-term 



effects of a zone that is withdrawn from people will be analysed in 

accordance with our statutes - because if anyone is ever allowed 

access, it will be scientists.  

"WALK OF INSECTS" as an art project breaks new ground, because the 

state takes money for art in hand and gets a piece of land in 

return - for the bugs. the dichotomy cUlture/nature dissolves. us 

humans have agreed that cULTUre is worth protecting, but nature is 

not. By ‘declaring nature to be culture, nature deserves protection 

too. Our maximum demand of non-human-zones seeks to counteract 

dystopian visions by shooting for a utopian yet minimal demand: 

FREEDOM FOR NATURE! democracy should not only refer to humans, it 

should refer to all living beings in this world. 

since its foundation and first presentation at the Kunsthalle 

vienna in 2018, gobugsgo has delivered on its promise: art is going 

beyond reflection, it is doing something concrete for nature. in 

our 5th anniversary year, we are acquiring our fifth piece of land 

- we might even end up with two this year!  

there is heaps of work behind each acquisitions. all buggies involved 

work voluntarily for the sake of nature and the future of our 

earth. hereby We are sending a heartfelt TSSSRSTSSSSS to you: 

what gobugsgo does is good for all of us.  if your time does not 

allow active involvement please do participate by donating. only if 

we unite behind the land we buy gobugsgo makes sense. only if you 

help along we can carry on. please DONATE AT https://gobugsgo.org/

donation/ or ”ERSTE BANK, GO BUGS GO, IBAN: AT 932011184031993800, 

BIC/SWIFT: GIBAATWWXXX” DANKE! 

with a buzzing tsssfffnnrrrrfff! 
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